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1. INTRODUCTION

Most aircraft crashes make news headlines. From the crop spraying aircraft which hits 

telephone lines and crashes into a farmer's field¶, to the large airliner which ploughs into a mountain

side killing a few hundred people, crashes are considered newsworthy events and arouse general 

interest. Hence. the public is well aware that aircraft crash. but perhaps because of the low level 

of individual risk associated with air travel, the aircraft crash ha2ard is generally perceived to be 

acceptable. or at least as acceptable as the hazard posed by other rare events such as lightning 

strikes or floods.  

To an operator of a nuclear power station for any other potentially hazardous plantl. the hazard 

posed by crashing aircraft might be termed 'low risk-high consequence'. When choosing a site for.  

a new plant,. aircraft crashes are considered, along with other types of extreme loadlexternal hazards 

in the context of nuclear safety. In Britain a siting policy was produced early in the development 

of a commercial nuclear power programme which recommended that nuclear power stations should 

nor be sited cl-.se to the direct path of runways "I Within ten years legislation had been enacted 

that prohibited or otherwise restricted flying activity near certain nuclear installations 'I 

The position of the non-nuclear industries with respect to concern over aircraft crash was 

expressed Dy the health and Safety Executive (HSE) in the 1985 CIMAH guide. where in Para 113 

appears the statement "'A safety case may also perhaps say that the risk of an aircraft crashing 

on the installation is insignificant in companson with other causes of a major accident, because 

the site is well separated from the nearest airport and air traffic lanes".'11 

Several countries have adopted the US frequency criterion of designing against aircraft crashes 

on installations where the frequency is greater than 10 1 per year. and then only design against the 

impacts of light aircraft Ithe most Itiely impacts in most places). Several European countries, however.  

design against aircraft crashes using a pre-defined and smoothed impulse model which is intended 

to represent the normal impact of a Phantom aircraft travelling at flight speed.  

The three principal damage modes expected to dominate aircraft crashes are:

(11 direct impact leading to penetration or perforation 

(21 direct impact or near-misses leading to intense induced vibrations 

(3) direct impact or near-misses leading to fuel fires and detonations.  

These damage modes and their relative importance clearly depend upon the specific detaIls 

of the impact. and upon the type of structure and type of aircraft.  

2. NATURE OF THE EFFECTS 

It is important to decide at the start which events count as an aircraft crash. In the UK the 

Civ;i Aviation Authority (CAAI publish annually lists of all notifiable accidents involving British 

registered aircraft.,' These include all incidents occurring between the times of boarding an aircraft 

and disembarking from it, which result in serious injury or death, or substantial damage to the air

craft (that which would seriously affect the ability of the aircraft to fly safely). Military aircraft 

accidents are divided by the MOD Inspectorate of Flight Safety into five categories. Category 4 

accidents necessitate major repairs to an aircraft which normally cannot be carried out locally, and 

category 5 accidents are so severe that it is not worthwhile repairing the aircraft. Category 1. 2 

and 3 accidents are less serious.  

H.ving defined an aircraft accident. it is necessary to decide which sub-set of these everts 

is relevant from the point of view of crashes onto an instal:ation. For military aircraft crashing in 

the UK. it is reasonable to consider only category 4 and 5 flying accidents, and also to exclude from 

these accidents those where significant pilot control was indicated just before impact. This exclu

sion is a reflection of observed "pilot avoidance'* as discussed further in Section 3.1.1 (v). and tends 

to remove about half the total number of category 4 and 5 accidents. For civil aircraft, the selection 

procedure. for the UK at least, must be performed "manually by sorting through all the CAA accidents 

reports individually. From the point of view of the manager of a nuclear power station, for example.  
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,.mn•-.elcal flights) Figure 6 compares the 'our arwav fall off rates describec above for mn avrvwa 

ol widtr% 1 0 km I0e-te that the relative freouenCv scales are not normalised which accrunts for the 

apoarent predominance of the USNRC curve I It is clear that two types of distribution are present.  

and that these attach different weights to the near and far field rates 

In the UK, airways are typically 10 nautical miles wide, with traffic tending to be concen

trated towards the centreline. and it ,s unusual for aircraft to fly outside airways In this case. the 

normal distributiOn seems more realistic than the prescription recommended by the USNRC At the 

"sarne -ime. the simple exponential forms may be too norrow and their use could lead to underestima

tion of crash rates in some cases One method might be to use the normal distribution with a 9 km 

standard dleiat-on for .vide airways, whilst a narrower distribution might be chosen for non-airway 

flioh, paths. vw,",ch could be at relatively low altitudes 

The melhod chosen for implementation in PRANG is a blend of these two ideas; the standard 

deviation of tne normal distribution for crashes below, and as a result of airways is set equal to 

the average flying height 

Branch,-ig and bendng in the airways car be treated easily with PRANG. As a result of recent 

rnndiicatiion any airway which starts and or finishes within the grid can be rep'esented. as well 

as ones passing straight through Airways which have a change of course within the grid can also 

be rrodelled; the airway would then be modelled as two separate airways with the first ending and 

the second starling at the location of the bend. In the case of branching. e.g. where two airways 

merge into one. work by the CAAi*" suggests that the resultant airway can be successfully modell

ed as a single route carrying the total traffic of the two 'feeder' airways. The crash rate does not 

increase as a result of the bunching of aircraft 

,iv) Areas of Intensive military flying 

Throughout the UK there are many regions which may be termed *special flying zones', within 

which it is hik,%ly that the crash rate will be significantly greater than the rate which would be calculated 

if the zone did not exist. In many instances, the increased rate is due to military manoeuvres. such 

as pilot training low flying practice. etc. These areas are termed 'areas of intense air activity' (AIAA).  

and occupy well-defined portions of airspace The distribution of AIAA's in the UK is given in Fig 

7 Further evidence of their effect is available from studying crash locations of military aircraft in 

the UK. which show,. in most cases, clear concentration: under AIAA's falthouqh it would no, be 

::Je to say that r-'itary t'airing takes place entirely within these areas) In the US. recognition has 

beer gier, t.o the potential inf~tence of military training actlivties on aircraft crash rates, particular

lv when these Involve intensve !ow level :raining or practice bombing "1t , A relatively simple method 

has been proposed for the assessment of military aircraft crash rates not in AIAAs within the UK.  

with particular reference to Sizewell in East Anglia." This method approximates the areas as havy 

ing the independently calculated background crash rate outside them. and an increased crash rate 

within them. with no graduation between the two rates. The proposed increase in crash rate is ef

fective only for military combat aircraft although the rates for other aircraft are altered slightly (Table 

21 Using PRANG. the procedure is to calculate th=! crash rate for each cell in the mesh as influenced 

by airfields, airways, etc. and then if the cell ia- contained within an AIAA. the calculated rate is 

increased according to the figures in Table 2.  

jv| Restricted flying zones 

It is very difficult to quantify the effect on the ground impact rate that the imposition of a 

restriction or prohibition of flving in the area concerned might have.Is 22, Certainly such prohibit•ions 

do result in a dramatic reduction in flying activity and. although the reuuirements may be difficult 

to enforce, incursions into such zones are infreouent However, prohibited or restricted zones are 

sometimes only sufficiently extensive to influence flying patterns (and hence crash rates) of low

flying aircraft. It has been ludged that a prohibition on local low-flying leads to a reduction in crash 

rates of ten times for military aircraft crashing at low impact angles.'s' 

For higher impact angle crashes, this effect is less well understood. In PRANG the chosen 

method is to calculate the crash rate in a cell of interest due to all the effects mentioned above.  

and then multiply this rate for any cell corresponding to ground below a restricted or prohibited 
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,region. )y a factor F In this conte~t. an urban area also corresponds to a restricted area Flying 
over SuCh built up areas is governed by general fhoht rules which prohibit dangerous flying. low 
flying, flying closer than 500 'r of any object on the (-.round. and flying within 1500 ft. o! the highest 
!:xed object in a built.up area 

There are several pieces of evidence which suggests that a value of 0 • 5 would be a reasonable 
estimate for Ft. i.e that an average urban area in the UK is about half as likely to suffer an aircraft 
imDact as an average 'ural area of equal size. Analysis of category 4 and 5 military air crashes has 
shown that in roughly 501'% of non-airuield related crashes the pilot retains enough control of the 
aircraft to have some influence over the crash-landing site. These crashes are ones which result 
,n se ere damage to The aircaft and stem from 'aolures such as loss of power. It does not seem 
realistc at this stage !o use a value o' F. lower than 0 -5 because it appears 'hat about half the 
r-,harv dircraft crashes arise 'rom causes which effectively prevent any pilut control. One woulu 
,-'pect a ;.ery small oe,centage of these controlled crashes to result in the impact of a structure 
This 5s consistent with the views expr-tssed by the CEGB in their submission on aircraft crash made 
in suoport o! the Sizewell "B" safety case. 5. For '-v,Il aircraft the screening process removes 'con
trolled crashes but flying activity for light aircraft which fly generally at low altitudes is reduced 
over built up areas Ibecause of The General Flight Rulesl tc roughly 50% of the average over other 
rpgions. In the case of airliners. F. for en.route crashes should perhaps be closer to unity However.  
screening will err on the conservative side for these very rare accidents so putting F¢ = 0 -5 in these 
cases seems reasonable In the US. a study by NASA*"' indicated that 42% of all severe impacts 
involving civil transport aircraft (covering a wide range of masses) occurred in an uncontrolled fashion.  
Investigation of the CAA annual reports regarding crashes of aircraft registered in Britain"' revealed 
that in the period 1972-1982 there were 66 non-airfield related crashes, of which 48 occurred in 
rural areas. 3 in urban areas and the locations of the remaining 15 could not be determined from 
"he reports However. the fact that no mention of. for example. a building strike was made. implies 
tha" no impact was on to a building Studies of the total percentage of urban land use in the UK""t 
indcate that built up areas occupy around 7 5% of the total for the whole of the UK. rising to around 
10% if one includes only England and Wales. The distribution of airfields in the UK implies that the 
majority of flying (and hence crashing? in the UK takes place over England and Wales. so we would 
tier•fore expect to get about 10% of 66 = 6-6 crashes onto urban areas in this period of time.  
Since only 3 appear to have betn recorded, this lends further weight to the case for using Fc = 0 - S 
PRANG uses a default value of 0-5 for Fc; alternatively, one can set a different value if cir
curmstances tL.ggest such a modification For example. there are regions of airspace where flying 
,s wolb,ted ,o' orlv par, of the time. e g when an Army firing range is active, and unrestricted 
at other times In such cases. it may be felt after due investigation that a value of 0- 5 IC Fc 4 1 -0 
would be piore appropriate 

3.2 The PATH code 

PATH is a computer code developed at SRO as an alternative method of calculating crash 
hazards 

in assessments where the considered site is very close to a well-defined flight path or air 
route isay within 2 km). the method of assessment employed in the code PATH can be used. This 
orogram calculates the crash rate of aircraft on to one or more specific target structures due to 
aircraft travelling along one or more flight paths Each target structure is modelled as a cylinder with 
a given height and radius For structures which are not actually cylinders, the 'target-area' presented 
"-) a given crash trajectory will be modelled by several cylinders whose geometry is tailored to give 
:hre )"St approximat.on for the trajectory being considered The program therefore allows each struc
:ure :o be modelled by up to 36 different cylinder Combinations each oeing applicable to a different 
iange of views of the structure 

Eac!h flght oath is repres.,nitd by a series of fx. y. zl co-ordinates. indicating the end position 
,if jo :n 50 *steps .i the flight path These steps need not be of equal length. for instance they 
"'.iv be reduced in size to more accurately model a bend in the path. At each stage along the flight 
pith it s assumed that the aircraft's velocity vector is directed towards the next co-ordinate point.  
The code . t,) "o ten sepa,ate f;,qh* paths, and up to ten different aircraft types on each 
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